The new Charles Darwin Centre retail precinct will celebrate the changing identity of the city of Darwin.

This document demonstrates the vision for the retail precinct by depicting examples of the high calibre of tenant, the sophistication and energy of their spaces and the possible locations of these tenants within the building.
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4.1 THE PROVIDORE

A celebration of fresh food and fine produce

A destination with all the energy and exhuberance of a marketplace

A place to enjoy a quick bite or shop for the evening meal
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4.2 THE RESTAURANT

A high quality offering by a renowned operator and top name chef

A sophisticated destination perfect for corporate occasions

A place that exudes quality and enhances the brand of luxury in the building
4.3 CASUAL DINING

Well designed, casual dining spaces that activate The Mall and create an energy that is unique to Darwin

A small hub of iconic food offerings will promote a sense of place, whilst maintaining small town charm
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4.4 THE BAKERY

An iconic patisserie with fresh breads, pastries and the finest coffee

A staple of any neighbourhood, the bakery will be the place for the morning coffee stop

The aromas of fresh coffee and fresh bread with a wonderful retail display
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4.5 LUXURY RETAIL

Australian and international luxury brands that offer the very best in retail

A selection of like-minded brands that complement high calibre of The Charles Darwin Centre

Retail design with imagination and flair
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4.6 THE ANCHOR

A large retail tenant with a high quality offering to the corner of West Lane and Bennet Street

A renowned and respected brand that offers a unique and proven product